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Ansrn-lcr
The positions of H in AlrSiO.(OH)r, the fully hydrated high-pressuresynthetic analogue
of topaz [AI,SiO4G,OH),], have been determined from single-crystalX-ray diffraction.
Two nonequivalent H positions, approximately 2.a A, apart, were located. The H sites are
significantly displaced from the single one found in natural OH-bearing fluor-topaz and
violate the mirror plane of spacegroup Pbnm, at least locally. Although not resolved using
X-ray data, the possibility of long-rangeorder and the reduction of symmetry to Pbn2, is
supported by a measurement of the second harmonic generation (SHG), which gave a
positive value of 0.6 times that of quartz. Each H is associatedwith three O atoms in an
irregular trifurcated H-bond arrangement.Theseresultsprovide an explanation for observations of split OH-stretching bands in infrared spectra,as well as for the uniform dilatation observed for both the t6rAland t4lsi polyhedra relative to those in fluor-topaz. The
structure of a natural fluor-topaz crystal was analyzedfor comparison.
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TABLE1a. Atomic positions and isotropic thermal parameters

TlaLE 3.

Distance(A)

xyz4*
AI

si
o1
02
o3
F
OH
H1H2'

0.90303(7)
0.90499(8)
0.3972q9)
0.40189(10)
0.7036(3)
0.7104(4)
o.4577(3)
0.4439(3)
o.2102(21
o.2't41(2)
0.5982(1)
0.5906(3)
0.44301)
0.607(14)

0.13090(4)
0.13210(5)
0.94035(5)
0.94045(7)
0.0321(1)
0.0262(21
0.7560(1
)
0.7561(2)
0.e892(1)
0.9929(1)
0.2s25(1)
0.2s07(1)
0.199(6)
0.281(8)

0.08283(4)
0.07984{6}
V4
1/a
Vq
l/q
1/a
V4
0.0924(1)
0.0943(1)
0.0s61(1)
0.0659(1)
0.088(s)
0.151(7)

0.34(2)
0.33(2)
0.29(2)
0.29(2)
0.38(4)
0.38(4)
0.39(4)
0.36(4)
0.37(3)
0.38(3)
0.52(2)
0.52(3)
2.7('t2l
7.1(231

Notej q". is the mean of the principalaxes of the thermalellipsoid.Upper
value for each entry refers to fluor-topaz; the second line refers to topazOH; errors apply to the last digit printed.
* H-site occupanciesare fixed at 0.5; all others are 1.0.

Wunder et al. (1993),exceptfor the OH site. This difference is most likely the result of the absenceof H in their
model. The existenceof two half-occupied H sites suggestedthe possibility of ordering, resulting in loss of the
mirror plane and reduction of the symmetry to Pbn2,. A
secondharmonic generation(SHG) measurement(Kurtz
and Perry, 1968)yielded a value 0.6 times that of quartz,
indicating the lack of a center of symmetry. However,
refinement in Pbn2, did not lead to improved discrepancy indices.
For comparison and as an experimental control, a sample of natural nearly end-member fluor-topaz from a
Mexican rhyolite was also studied (Xot < 0.05, as determined by the X-ray determinative methods of Ribbe and
Rosenberg,1971,and electronmicroprobe).Cell dimensionswerea: 4.652(l), b : 8.801(3),and c : 8.404(2)
A. Intensities (1392) were collectedfrom an 80-pm block,
and the structure refined using the same procedures as
for topaz-OH. Atomic positional and thermal parameters
are included in Table l; the discrepancyindices after refinementin Pbnm were R : 0.0224,R* : 0.0275.There
was no evidencefor reducedsymmetry, and examination
of difference-Fouriermaps revealed no significant residual electron density near OH.

TABLE
2a. Al-Oand Si-Odistances(A)
Fluorropaz

o1
02
o3
O3a
F.OH
Fa-OHa

Mean
Si

(Ar-o)
(Ar{F-OH))
o1
02
Ogx2

Mean

(slo)

H distances and angles in topaz-OH

1.892(1)
1.896(1)
1.885(1)
1.896(1)
1.7980)
1.788(1)
1.892
1.793
1.636(1)
1.645(1)
1.6395(8)
1.640

Topaz-OH
1.946(1)
1.945(1)
't .922(11
1.926(1)
1.834{1)
1.826(1)
1.935
1.830
1.645(2)
1.657(2)
1.651(1)
1.651

0.054
0.049
0.037
0.030
0.036
0.038
0.043
0.037
0.009
0.012
0.0115
0.011

H1

OHa
oHb
02
o3
AI
H2a
oHb
o1
02
OHa
AI
H1a

Angle (')

0.86(s)
2.156(51)
2.330(53)
2.129(57)

2.07(sl
2.43(7)
0.78{6)
2.459(67)
2.290(66)
2.377(s8)
2.02(71
2.43(71

OHa-H1-OHb
OHa-H1-O2
OHa-H1-O3
Al-OHa-H1
Ala-OHa-H1

112(4)
12q4)
152(5)
10e(4)
94(3)

oHb-H2-O1
oHb-H2-O2
OHb-H2-OHa
Ar-oHb-H2
Ala-OHb-H2

130(6)
114(6)
15q7)
92(4)
118(5)

DrscussroN
(1.5 A) H-H distance that would
close
Becauseof the
be required, the H position previously found in natural
topaz cannot apply to topaz-OH. The present work revealed that this H position is split into two nonequivalent
siteswith an H-H distanceof 2.4 AFig. l). That eachH
site is one-halfoccupied and that a diagonal configuration
of H atoms provides a geometrically reasonablemodel
suggestthe possibility of long-rangeorder and symmetry
reduction to Pbn2,. The use of X-rays, however,is insufficient to resolve this detail. The SHG measurement
indicated a noncentrosymmetric stnrcture; however, the
small value obtained may indicate only domains of order
rather than complete long-rangeorder. A neutron difraction study may be able to prove whether topaz-OH crystallizes in spacegrotp Pbn2'.
Rather than a singleH bond, we found the nearly symmetrical trifurcated H-bond arrangementsshown in Figure 2. Hl is H-bonded to 03, OH, and, somewhatless
strongly, to 02 (Table 3). Calculated bond strengths
(Brown, 1992)are 0.13, 0.12, and 0.10 vu, respectivelyH2 is H-bonded to 02, OH, and Ol, with bonds of 0-10,
0.09, and 0.08 vu, respectively.The Hl site has stronger
H bonding than the H2 site, resulting in more condensed
thermal vibration (Table l). Wunder et al. (1993),on the
basis of bond valencesums, noted the lack of an obvious
single H-bond acceptor. Their findings agree with the
H-bonding arrangementpresentedhere, in which the H
bonding is distributed among several O atoms. The
O-H. . .O anglesrangefrom I 12 to 152 (Table 3). Hl is
oriented above the OH-O3-OHb face of the I6lAl octahedron, attached by an OH bond to one apex and by
O...H bondsto the othertwo (Fig.2). The third O"'H
bond is to the nearby 02 atom. H2 is similarly oriented
above the OH-OI-O2 t6lAl octahedral face, but its third
O...H bond is to the opposite OH (Fig. 2). In this arrangement, there are very close H-Al distances(2.1 and
2.0 A). The closepacking of the three O atoms of the face
of the octahedron probably shields the H. The presence
of these H bonds may stabilize the topaz-OH structure
at high pressureand can explain several of the observations of wunder et al. (1993).
There is a uniform expansion of cation polyhedra in
topaz-OH relative to fluor-topaz(Wunder et al., 1993).
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Fig.2. H-bondingconfigurations
in Al,SiOo(OH),showing
only oneof the two possiblepairsof H sitesin Fig. l. H.'.O
distances
andanglesaregivenin Table3.

Fig. 1. ORTEP(Johnson,1965)diagramof partofthe structure of topaz-OH,vieweddownb, showinghalf-occupied
H positionsrefinedin spacegroupPbnm.Note the (dashed)mirror
plane.Thermalellipsoids(500/o
probability)and bond orienrations are shown.Two possibleOH-HO orientationsmay exist,
eachviolatingthe mirror locally.If long-range
orderingexists,
the spacegroupis reducedto Pbn2r.

This work has important implications for topaz solid
solutions. There is now recognizedthe possibility ofthis
configuration of OH-HO pairs in natural examples.Such
orientational ordering would be in addition to the OH-F
chemical ordering common in natural topaz (Akizuki et
al., 19791,Parise et al., 1980) and should be considered
in future thermodynamic and crystallographicinvestigaThe AI-OH and Al-O distancesare all approximately 2o/o tions. A reevaluation of the end-membersand phaseregreater than the correspondingAl-F and Al-O distances, lationships for the topaz solid solution is in order. In
and the mean Si-O distance is 0.50/ogreater (Table 2). addition, other minerals with OH-F substitutions, and
Moreover, there is little distortion of the AIO"(OH), oc- high-pressurehydrous phasesmay contain H in similar
tahedron relative to its AIO4F, counterpart. This may be arTangements.
explained by the describedH-bonding configuration. BeAcxNowr-rncMENTS
causeeach H bond diverts some ofthe bond strength of
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an O atom away from its Al-O and Si-O bonds, those
DuPont company for the SHG measurement.We also recognizeand apbonds are weaker and longer. Since every O atom is in- preciate
the work done by Wunder et al. in so fully characterizing this
volved, there is a uniform expansionof the t6rAland I4lSi phase that our work was greatly simplified. This research was supported
polyhedra.
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topaz-OH composition on the basis of theoretical energy
(1990)
Abbott,
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H sites in topaz-OH is in agreementwith its IR spectra,
anomalous optical properties of topaz. Mineralogical Magazine, 43,
'
which show two bands at 3600 and 3520 cm (Wunder
237-241.
et a1., 1993). The two sites found are significantly differ- Alston, N.A., and West, J. (1928) The structure of topaz. Proceedingsof
the Royal SocietyA, l2l, 358-367.
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